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A Quantu
um Pen fo
or Single Atoms
A
Physic
cists at the
e Max Planc
ck Institute
e of Quantu
um Optics succeeded
d in
manipula
ating atoms
s individua
ally in a latttice of ligh
ht and in arranging the
em in
arbitrary
y patterns. These results are an
n importantt step towa
ards large s
scale
quantum
m computin
ng and for the simula
ation of con
ndensed matter
m
syste
ems.
Physicists around the world
d are searc
ching for the
t
best way
w
to reallize a
quantum
m computer. Now sciientists of the team around Stefan Kuhrr and
Immanue
el Bloch at the Max
M
Planck Institu
ute of Qu
uantum O
Optics
(Garching/Munich) took a decisive
d
s
step
in this directio
on. They c
could
address and chang
ge the spin
n of single
e atoms with laser lig
ght and arrrange
them in
n arbitrary patterrns (Natu
ure 471, p. 319 (2011), DOI:
strung the
10.1038/n
nature0982
27). In this way, the physicists
p
e atoms alo
ong a
line and could directly observ
ve their tun
nnelling dy
ynamics in a “racing duel”
of the atoms. A re
egister of hundreds of addres
ssable qua
antum parrticles
could se
erve for storing
s
and process
sing of qu
uantum information in a
quantum
m computerr.
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In the pre
esent experiment, the scientists load laser-cooled rubiidium atoms into
an artificial crystal of light. Th
hese so-called opticall lattices are generate
ed by
superimp
posing seve
eral laser beams. The atoms are
e kept in th
he lattice of light
similar to marbles in the hollowss of an egg carton.
Already a few month
hs ago, the team of Ste
efan Kuhr and Immanu
uel Bloch sh
howed
that each
h site of the
e optical lattice can be
e filled with exactly one
e atom. With the
help of a microscope
e, the scien
ntists visualiized atom by
b atom and
d thereby ve
erified
the shell--like structu
ure of this “Mott
“
insula
ator”. Now the
t
scientissts succeed
ded in
individuallly addressiing the atom
ms in the la
attice and in
i changing
g their respe
ective
energy state.
s
Using
g the micro
oscope, the
ey focused a laser beam
b
down
n to a
diameter of about 600 nanome
eters, which
h is just abo
ove the latttice spacing
g, and
directed it at individu
ual atoms with
w high pre
ecision.
The laser beam slig
ghtly deform
ms the elecctron shell of
o the addrressed atom
m and
thereby changes
c
the
e energy diffference bettween its tw
wo spin stattes. Atoms w
with a
spin – i.e
e. an intrinssic angular momentum
m – behave like little magnetic
m
ne
eedles
that can align in two
t
opposiite directions. If the atoms are
e irradiated
d with
microwavves that are
e in resona
ance with the modifie
ed spin transition, only the
addresse
ed atoms ab
bsorb a microwave pho
oton, which causes the
eir spin to fllip. All
other atom
ms in the la
attice remain
n unaffected
d by the mic
crowave fie
eld.
The scientists demo
onstrated the high fid
delity of this addressing scheme
e in a
series of experimentts. For this purpose, th
he spins of all atoms along
a
a line
e were
flipped on
ne after the
e other, by moving the addressin
ng laser fro
om lattice ssite to
lattice sitte. After re
emoving all atoms with a flippe
ed spin fro
om the trap
p, the
addresse
ed atoms arre visible ass holes, which can eas
sily be coun
nted. In thiss way,
the physicists deducced that the addressing
g worked in 95% of the
e cases. Ato
oms at
the neigh
hbouring sittes are not influenced by the add
dressing lasser. The m
method
provides the possibiility to gene
erate arbitra
ary distributtions of ato
oms in the lattice
(see figurres).
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Starting from an arrangement of 16 atoms that were strung together on neighbouring lattice
sites like a necklace of beads, the scientists studied what happens when the height of the lattice
is ramped down so far that the particles are allowed to “tunnel” according to the rules of
quantum mechanics. They move from one lattice site to the other, even if their energy is not
sufficient to cross the barrier between the lattice wells. “As soon as the height of the lattice has
reached the point where tunnelling is possible, the particles start running as if they took part in a
horse-race”, doctoral candidate Christof Weitenberg describes. “By taking snapshots of the
atoms in the lattice at different times after the “starting signal”, we could directly observe the
quantum mechanical tunnelling-effect of single massive particles in an optical lattice for the first
time”.
The new addressing technique allows many interesting studies of the dynamics of collective
quantum states, as they appear in solid state systems. It also opens new perspectives in
quantum information processing. “A Mott isolator with exactly one atom per lattice site acts as a
natural quantum register with a few hundred quantum bits, the ideal starting point for scalable
quantum information processing” as Stefan Kuhr explains. “We have shown that we can
individually address single atoms. In order for the atom to suit as a quantum bit, we need to
generate coherent superpositions of its two spin states. A further step is to realize elementary
logical operations between two selected atoms in the lattice, so-called quantum gates.” [OM/SK]

Left: With the help of a laser beam, the scientists could address single atoms in the lattice of light and
change their spin state. In this way they succeeded in having total control over the single atoms and in
“writing” arbitrary two-dimensional patterns. Right: With the addressing scheme arbitrary patterns of
atoms in the lattice can be prepared. The atomic patterns each consist of 10 - 30 single atoms that are
kept in an artificial crystal of light. (High resolution images available online at www.quantummunich.de/media)
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